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Smarty Pants Magazine for Kids
is proud to present our first anthology;
"Let's Get Bugged!"
This is a collection of just some of the many
awesome entries we received
for our summer contest.
We invite you to sit back and
"GET BUGGED"
by these talented children (ages 5 - 12)
and their impressive works of art.
Plus, you can learn some amazing facts
about their creations in their own words!
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Andrea Baek
Age - 10
"Wingey"

Bug's Abilities:
He lives in forests all around the world. He protects
trees by eating bad bugs that harm the trees. He
also helps trees by dropping water droplets from
his mouth and butt to the roots of the tree.

Julian Chen
Age - 9
"Bug of the Moon"

Bug's Abilities:
This bug is the size of a regular moth. You can only
see it at night. They are really friendly. Also really
shy sometimes. When scared it turns invisible. They
also really like the moonlight.

Shaurya kumar Chitluri
Age - 8
"Flippy"

Bug's Abilities:
Flippy can talk, can walk, can crawl, can flip upside
down and walk and it eats leaves.

Irene Fan
Age - 7
"Ms. Magic"

Bug's Abilities:
She can see into the future with her big shining
eyes. If you have any questions about your future,
just reach out to her and she will make your life
easier and better! Her brilliant jacket is also
powerful - she calls it her “Love Jacket." It can turn
your biggest dream into reality if you touch the red
heart.

Channing Gao
Age - 12
"NONE"

Bug's Abilities:
He has magical fluorescent and telescopic eyes. His
body can change color. When other insects need
the light, his fluorescence will become very bright
and warm, When the enemy is close, his sharp
scales will open and flash.

Alexandra Huynh
Age - 10
"Lily Magic Wing"

Bug's Abilities:
The wings on this bug help it camouflage into the
lily. The wings can also fold and turn 360 degrees
and can get bigger than its own body. This bug can
both swim and fly. It is a pollinator and also eats
smaller insects by releasing a toxic gas that
paralyzes them. It then chops them up using the
back side of its wings as knives. The longest
recorded lifespan of Lily Magic Wing is 200 years.
A male can reach 4-inches while a female can
reach 3- inches.

Margaret E. Kuts
Age - 12
"Pigma leaf dictum"

Bug's Abilities:
Part of its name is Latin. Pigma means leaf and
dictum means eater. The Pigma leaf dictum is an
amazing bug. Its diet consists of leaves that have
fallen. Pigma leaf dictum cleans the forests and
transforms the leaves into compost through a
complex circuit in its digestive system.

Jiayi Li
Age -8
"Uni-Poloy"

Bug's Abilities:
Uni-Poloy has icy wings because ice is hard and a
hard shell can protect himself. He can also shoot
fireballs to protect himself from predators.

Chole Pae
Age - 6
"Wonder Bug"

Bug's Abilities:
Lives in the beach. Sleeps under the sand during
the day and is active at night. Produces stars in her
stomach that are then shot into the night sky.

Vinuta Ramakrishnan
Age - 11
"Emoji Rainbow Queen"

Bug's Abilities:
The bug is extremely happy and joyful. She
expresses her feelings on her body. The a
 ngesta
part and t he exprisa part shows the emojis of what
she is currently feeling.
In the second part of her body, the bootoono, there
are different buttons which she can press to
change the colors of her body. The green part,
known as the karuveppilai, is where she stores
some of her energy. This unique bug gets its energy
from the Emoflowers shown around her.

Kian Shafie
Age - 11
"Phycer"

Bug's Abilities:
It's about the size of a big spider. It can fly and has
storage containers on its back. When it finds its
prey, it makes a clone of itself for 45 seconds. Then
it flies up to the neck of the victim and injects a
deadly poison. It then brings it back home and eats
it.
This bug lives in woodsy forest-type areas and can
be found on any continent.

Arshi Sheregar
Age - 11
"Bug Pea"

Bug's Abilities:
Bug Pea is a sweet little female bug who has the
special power of healing. She helps the plants to
grow healthy and happy.
She can sing sweet pea songs that bloom the
flowers. When she communicates with the leaves
they grow faster. Bug Pea makes peace among
other bugs and protects the plants.

Sophie Sun
Age - 11
"Future Bug"

Bug's Abilities:
He is robotic and comes from the year 2816. He
can detect different materials. He is powered on
poisonous acid. He releases his excess energy in
steam from tubes on his head. He is made of
different types of metal and communicates by
clicking his mouth.

Yashica Tengshe
Age - 10
"Buzzland Queen"

Bug's Abilities:
She is the leader of Blue Buzz Bugs. Buzz Bugs
travel around the world and help the other
creatures to enhance their listening power.
They have a special power of buzzing that sounds
like a harmonica. When a living creature hears the
sound, that increases their hearing ability.
Buzzland Queen gives the Blue Buzz Bugs this
power. She also has a crystal ball to locate the
creatures in need.

Jessica Wang
Age - 5
"The Little Sunshine"

Bug's Abilities:
I'm never scared of bugs or beetles, because they
are cute and are all created by God with their life
and with a bed to sleep in…

Teagan White
Age - 10
"Eli the Bug"

Bug's Abilities:
Eli the bug is a little elephant bug that can give you
a special power to fly. In my artwork, you can see a
girl whose desire is to have self-confidence and the
ability to fly. She wants to be free. Eli is helping her
to get the special power to fly and be free.

Amy Yang
Age - 6
"Belle Bug"

Bug's Abilities:
Belle Bug is an alien from another planet. She can
sing, read, talk, and stand on her tail. She brings
love and happiness to our earth. She is so special
to me!

Genghua Yang
Age - 10
"Laser-Shooting Bug"

Bug's Abilities:
This bug can shoot lasers. He has a giant sting on
its butt to shoot out of. He is made out of different
shapes, so it can break apart and connect into
laser shooting-mode. This bug can also split into
two parts. It can shoot cannon balls and use its
long jaw to grab things.

Colyn Z.
Age - 6
"Superhero"

Bug's Abilities:
It can do everything like Superman.

Smarty Pants Magazine for Kids
Would like to thank all the children
who entered our
"Let's Get Bugged" contest.
We truly enjoy providing young artists with
the opportunity to showcase their work and is
the reason why we create themed art contests
and also
Show Us Your Stuff Saturday.
Please feel free to visit our website at;
www.smartypantsmagazineforkids.com

We Make Learning FUN!
A message from founder & creator of SPMK,
Sandie lee

Come explore the wonder of "bugs" in
Smarty Pants Magazine for Kids
first anthology
"Let's Get Bugged,"
You will discover some amazing young artists
and learn about the special abilities their bug's
possess.

We promise you will LOVE
to get BUGGED by these BUGS!

